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(Conciencia Radio®-Mexico) - June 18 2013—As a side note, today’s date is 18 which is 6+6+6
and also June is the 6th month, and 2013, the year, adds up to 6. I woke up this morning and started
to dig for more nuggets of truth to make sense to all of this. This, being the intromission by evil
entities, private and public, into my life, your life, everybody’s life without our consent.
In recent weeks, a pseudo-Jew, (SEXANS- new term used), controlled NSA espionage operation
of all communications and networks was exposed by Edward Snowden. Snowden, not his real
name by the way, is a hero to us all. After all, he is the man that came forward with the evidence
that exposed the SEXANS SPY SOFTWARE SYSTEM.
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MEXICO: ‘They are spying on us,’ says report.
It should not come as any surprise to any American citizen as well as to the citizens of the other
countries and few still sovereign nations of the world alike, that in Mexico, and God knows what
other countries—probably all who have an ISP—, this same unlawful espionage program has been
operational since 2007. It started at the same time as the NSA PRISM program was launched under
George W Bush.
It was Bush, who along with his genocidal cohort, Felipe Calderon, decided to extend the
espionage network into Mexico and spy on all of its citizens via electronic surveillance methods.
Calderon knew of this and informed the People of Mexico nothing about how the US Department
of State held a 3 million dollar bid that was awarded to a private company called Verint
Technologies, Inc. It was this company that installed its multi-million dollar communication
intercept equipment in Mexico City and began to spy on all Mexican citizens via their everyday
communications at a nationwide level.

2007: Independent Media in Mexico Exposes US-Israel Espionage Network
This was hardly talked about in the media, save for a report by the now defunct Mexico City
newspaper El Centro1 (download scanned PDF here) and Erich Moncada’s Narcosphere which
reported about this a year before, in 2006. What was reported, and what most do not know, is that
all the communications in Mexico, be it telephone, hard line, mobile networks, as well as all text
messages (SMS), web browsing and all emails have been monitored, saved and backed up by
Verint Technologies Incorporated and most assuredly handed over to the CIA and ultimately the
NSA. Should this surprise us? Not at all. Sure sounds like the NSA’s Stellar Wind and PRISM
programs are not just in the US.

The Program: Stellar Wind
To shed light on this matter. Let’s go to the source. The Program, as described by one of its
creators, an ex-NSA employee by the name of William Binney in an exclusive interview that The
New York Times film maker Laura Poitras had with the creator of the NSA software that does it
all. According to Binney, the Program can look into all your domains, banking, school,
socialization, patterns, routines etc. at the touch of a button. Binney resigned his job for the NSA
when ‘Stellar Wind’ went domestic and he could not go on living with himself. Meaning, the NSA
was now officially spying on American citizens.2 Please watch Binney’s testimony here.

VERINT
According to a US Department of State webpage titled 58 —Communications Intercept Mexico
(Read PDF), the winner of the Federal bid to intercept all communications was awarded to Verint
on February 23, 2007 under classification code 58 which refers to ‘Communication, detection, &
coherent radiation equipment’. The Solicitation number: S-INLEC-06-R-4042.
It is Verint Technologies, Inc. that has become the US Governments private spy agency when it
refers to communications, especially after the attacks on 9/11.
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On its website, Verint Technology states it “is a leading provider of
analytic software solutions for communications interception, digital video
security and surveillance.” Its CEO, Dan Bodner (pictured left), is a
former senior Israeli army officer (IDF), an engineer. He was under
investigation by U.S. authorities for an alleged phone monitoring
technology monopoly (Read report). According to Businessweek he
started out at various management positions at Comverse Technology Inc.
Prior to joining Comverse Technology, Bodner was employed for two
years as Director of Software Development for Contahal Ltd. One of
Israel’s largest software companies.
The companies that wilfully participated and are still collaborating in the program without
informing their users are none other than Carlos Slim’s TELMEX whose real owner is Carlos
Salinas as all Mexicans know. Well, all emails, TELMEX being Mexico’s leading provider and
responsible of censuring this journalist during the 2012 Mexican Presidential Elections has been
handing over all emails of all its users since 2007 to Verint. Others under the scope of this massive
surveillance operation include Telcel, Nextel, Telefónica—owned by King Juan Carlos of Spain,
Unefón, Iusacell, and all Cisco VoIP communications (This includes SKYPE, Yahoo etc.). Also,
Carlos Slim’s massive Prodigy ISP network and, to top it off, all Fax communications.

Need any help with that? No, I’m just browsing. Thank you.
Now, we heard Senator Feinstein and Obama say that they are just looking at the duration of phone
calls, not the content. I do not buy this for one second when the same NSA-type system in Mexico
says on the same Dept. of State document Amendment the following with regard to the system’s
capabilities:
“The capability required is to provide functionality to compare voices from
different telephone conversations”3 (Read PDF from June 2006)
Compare voices? This means that they indeed listen in on conversations at will. And all in the
name of stopping the cartels and the terrorists from attacking both our countries when in fact, as
stated recently by a US Army Colonel, it is 99.999% of the people that are neither organized
criminals nor terrorists. He questions, ‘why are we then monitored and tracked, databased and
targeted. It doesn’t make any sense.’
Sir, this means that the Orwellian system of technological control has been deployed to be used to
spy on all citizens, foreign and domestic with the goal of suppressing dissidents of the RothschildZionist (SEXANS Empire).
The program, from what we know so far, verifiably, is operating at a full-scale level in the US and
Mexico.
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VERINT AND ITS SECULAR AND MILITARY TIES TO ISRAEL
Wait, there is more! So much more! There is more to this than just the NSA spying on all of us.
As I dug a little deeper, I found that Verint Technologies, ultimately, has direct ties to the Israeli
Government. In fact these ties are very tight as outlined in this report.
Verint took over Comverse Technology which in turn spies on all of Verizon communications in
the U.S., excuse me (clearing throat), ‘collects metadata’ according to Obama.
Verint Technology, Inc. a subsidiary of Verint Systems Inc., was founded in 1994 with private
capital, but in which, the shareholders are Federal public officials from Washington according to
award-winning journalist Robert Harrow Jr., from the Center for Investigative Reporting.
I found Harrow while examining the El Centro exposé on the Mexican spy ring. The author
paraphrases from Chapter Ten from Harrow’s book titled ‘No Place to Hide’ (Read chapter 10
here) on the men behind Verint. Once I read it, it all came to clear. Now I know why Snowden is
afraid for his life. This explains why Assange is still stuck in the Embassy of Ecuador in London
after the WikiLeaks Diplomatic Cables scandal.
Also, one of its CEOs was Howard Safir, a DEA officer and Kenneth A. Minhan who worked for
the US National Security apparatus when he served in the Department of Defense.
Notice the image of the verint.com website. Red rectangles added for emphasis. See the word
ZION Bank?

Moreover, Verint’s President in 2007, David Worthly previously worked as chief of the FBI's
telecommunications industry liaison unit. Verint’s employees mostly have technical and
engineering backgrounds. Its main offices are in Melville New York, near Manhattan from where
it runs its global operations. Aside from Home Depot, the Department of Homeland Security, and
many airports in the US that uses Verint’s surveillance technology, Harrow additionally states:
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“An anchor of Verint business remains government wiretapping, and its customers
include the Justice Department, Army Intelligence, and an array of law
enforcement and government agencies the company declines to identify. The tools
they sell to these agencies provide "an end-to-end solution for live monitoring of
intercepted target communications and evidence collection management,"
according to a stock prospectus. The company describes this as "lawful
communications interception, historically referred to as wiretapping."
— Robert Harrow Jr., from the Center for Investigative Reporting

Verint and Narus not only work for Israel, they are the NSA
As reported by Forbes magazine in 2007, Verint and Nerus work for the 8200th espionage unit
of the Israeli army who was under the control of Commander Hanan Gafen.4
The NSA domestic espionage scandal is bigger and broader than we can imagine. We are talking
about Israel spying on all citizens in North America and possibly the world. Now I understand
why the Government of Israel invested 100 million dollars in its Embassy in Mexico City right
after 9/11 and 1 month after, in October 2001, sent two of its Mossad agents to destroy the Mexican
Congress Building in Mexico City with enough C4 to blow it to ‘Kingdom Come’. These two
Mossad agents were arrested by the Mexican Federal Police and set free my the edomite fake jew
and communist Jorge Castañeda Gutman who served as Mexican Foreign Minister at the time. As
I plainly documented in a Conciencia Radio report, Castañeda Gutman received a call from the
Israeli Foreign Minister at the time, a woman, and she gave the orders to Gutman to release the
two terrorists and put them on a flight to Tel Aviv. Is this normal behavior? Do I hear treason
anyone?
[PDF in Spanish of The Castañeda/MOSSAD Report is available upon request)]

Alfredo Jalife, an academic of the Mexican UNAM University has accused both Castañeda
Gutman and Enrique Krauze of being ‘Messianic Zionists’ and ‘sons of Goebbels’ aside from also
inferring that they both are MOSSAD agents. (See report here.)5 This has started the anti-Semitic
Twitter wars.
James Bamford, author of the Shadow Factory had this to say on Verint and its sister company
NARUS:
“Verint and Narus have bugged “virtually the entire American telecom system,” and
“wired much of the planet…. Never before in history have so few people wiretapped
so many.”
“[T]he greatest potential beneficiaries of this marriage between the Israeli
eavesdroppers and America’s increasingly centralized telecom grid, are Israel’s
intelligence agencies.”6
Read more on the Israeli Spy Companies in this PDF
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Qui bono? Verint of course!
After the attacks on 9/11, Verint’s stock price skyrocketed. Coincidence? Harrow states:
“Because of its ties to the government and the war on terror, its stock has soared
since 9/11, quadrupling from a low of about $6 in August 2002 to more than $25 in
early 2004. The company earned $150 million in the year after the terror attacks.
By early 2004, it had recorded eight quarters of growth.”
And we thought it was only metadata and duration of calls. Notice it says that Verint does not want
identify which other government agencies… Guess we already know which ones thanks to
American hero Edward Snowden who brought this into the open. The good old NSA and probably
the Office of Binational Intelligence in central Mexico City, Ciudad Juarez and Tijuana Mexico.
In April 2012, according to reports, Wired magazine exposed that both Verint Technologies, Inc.
and Nerus have intimate relations with the Israeli intelligence and security communities which in
turn perform the telecommunications surveillance for the NSA. While Comverse Technology, a
private company and subsidiary of Verint, and not the NSA, captures all communications from
Verizon, it is NARUS that captures or intercepts all communications from AT& users.
As a side note, can you see the word ZION in the word VerIZON?

GCHQ too!
The Rothschild’s tentacles of information control stretch back to London where the Government
Communications Head Quarters (GCHQ), an equivalent to the NSA in the United Kingdom has
been using NSA’s PRISM software too since 2010. It has been spying on all Brits too.

So, what does this mean?
It means that Verint, a compound word that stands for Verifiable Intelligence, is the real New
World Order Orwellian global communications backbone of the Rothschild Zionists. It means that
the NSA is just another client that they have and that most of corporate America, including Mexico
is being spied not by the Government itself but they are doing it together with the very companies
that made us believe in the first place that our phone calls where supposed to be private and
confidential. It also means, that as of 2007 all our dirty little secrets, if any, are now being held
indefinitely and stored away in the hands of at least three companies that are controlled by the
Rothschild Edomite Zionist Cabal that in turn controls the Israeli Defense Forces, its government
and the MOSSAD. And the NSA of course which is in fact, as we have been discovering in Brother
Nathaniel’s Real Jews News videos here and here, is run by those very same people who call
themselves Jews but are not but belong to the Synagogue of Satan (Revelations 2.9 and 3.9).
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SE’X’ANS: The ‘Jews’ that make you think they are but are not
I think these people need to be called something else; something new;
something fresh. A better term so I and others are not labeled antiSemitic by the ADL and have our Youtube videos banned by the very
people that control Google, Yahoo, Verizon, Sprint, Nextel, SPYKE
(pun intended) and the Microsoft Network.
I remind you that these globalist thugs are not Jews at all by the way.
So we should call them SEXANS when we refer to these usurpers of
the true tribes of Israel. By these I refer to George Soros, Heinz
Kissinger and the rest of the gang including the Fords, the Rothschilds
and Schmidt and Zuckerberg and the rest of their Zionist networks.
They are not even Israeli, spiritually I mean, at least 97% of them. They are Edomites and are
genetically connected to the line of Esau as Dr. David Duke, Texe Marrs, Eli James and Shlomo
Sand have well-demonstrated in their books and publications. But we need not go that far: straight
from the horse’s mouth, ‘they’ the SEXANS confess in their own ‘Jewish’ Encyclopedia from
1925 that they come from Edom and are not Hebrews at all. This is extremely important to
understand. No one, in their right mind, after doing the research that Professor Truth, Eli James,
Zen Garcia and I have done, can call himself/herself Christian and support the satanic secular
nation state of Israel. Just the flag is enough to show how satanic the Rothschild-founded entity
truly is.

The SEXANS EXplANS it all
So, the SEXANS are the ones behind all of this lunacy to have us under total technological control.
It explains Raymond Kurzweil and his transhuman singularity immortality agenda. It explains how
Zuckerberg rose to the top in weeks with his Facebook. It explains wars where the US Pentagon
is in bed with the Israeli Hexagon. It also explains the systematic economic collapse, the World
Bank, the Federal Reserve. It also explains why we see Obama, an Israeli-puppet going into the
Middle East to yet more carnage because Papa Israel is ordering him to do so. The rest, maybe
including Netanyahu’s proverbial nuclear ‘Red Line’ is pure show. What is not spoken of however,
and not shown either by the way, is the West Bank, the killing and displacement of the Palestinian
people. It also explains why Obama, NATO are now financing the Al Qaeda and Al Nusra Muslim
militias in Syria, Iraq and elsewhere in order to topple the sovereign government of Syria and make
us believe that Assad is an evil dictator. Just as they used the Salafists and the Muslim Brotherhood
in the Hillary Clinton-Bilderberg-financed-Google-Twitter-sponsored ‘Color Revolutions’ in
Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt and that culminated in 2012 with the assassination of General Mahomar
Al Qadaffi in Lybia. This lenghty video explains it all7. It starts with David Icke exposing these
SEXANS. I warn you, the content is very horrible and graphic and not intended for all audiences.
And let us not forget the Benghazi-Syria arms corridor of course that Obama and Clinton operated.
So the NSA is just really a front that the SEXANS—SNAXES if you read it backwords—are using
to spy on us all via their private corporations and keep us under control. This diagram explains the
scope and evil scheme and its menacing tentacles of control.
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FULL-SCALE DIAGRAMS OF THE GLOBAL SEXANS SPY NETWORK

[DOWNLOAD THESE FULL SCALE DIAGRAMS HERE AND HERE]

Part of this agenda is not only the fact that they
are spying all our electronic communications
but the fact that many of the technologies that
Verint provides include biometric scanning
interfaces like the ones being used at the border
crossing points along the US-Mexico ports of
entry and also the ones being used now by the
Mexican immigration authorities with all
Central and South Americans that enter Mexico
or that are deported. The same goes for all
Mexicans citizens that are deported back to
Mexico due to their illegal entry into the United
States; they too are being scanned. Their eyes
and all their ten digits are being stored without
them having committed a crime in Mexico at all.
It seems to me that there is almost a sense of urgency behind all these parallel and intersecting
programs to biometrically database as many humans as possible in as little a time as possible. The
really need their World Order system to kick in soon or they might just lose this time around.
Keep reading as we move on. And now on to Part II.
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Part II
BIOMETRIC DATA ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BORDER BEING DECEPTIVELY
AND COERCIVELY TAKEN FROM SCHOOL CHILDREN TO POPULATE
WORLD DICTATORSHIP SUPER STATE DATABASES
(Conciencia Radio®-Mexico) - June 18 2013- In
New Jersey, children at schools are used as rats
in real-time communist-type state-controlled
social lab experiments by coercing them
(sheepling them along) to have their irises
scanned. Deception awaits the uninformed as in
this cases where, under the pretext of a 'bus
program', the minor's biometric data was taken
without parental consent8. (Read report)
In another case in Texas in 2012, RFID tags
WERE also used to track students at a High
School in real time.9 (read story) Protests ensued
and culminated with a judge dictating student-compliance or be subject to disciplinary action by
the school authorities. A sophomore who lost the lawsuit was kicked out of school for rejecting
the Orwellian protocol10. (Read report)
Violation of privacy with children and minors has happened time and time again. In another case
in 2010, a High School in Pennsylvania gave laptops to students in order to secretly spy on them
via the Internet by activating the webcam of the students' laptops remotely giving the school
professors and principal access to their private life in their homes in real-time without them
knowing about it.11 (Read Report)

Behold the Mexican Human Biometric Guinea Pigs
The US is not alone in these human rights violations.
Privacy is a right according to natural law. Humans have
a right to privacy and it must be respected. Just south of
the border, schools are already biomeasuring school
children and taking advantage of these invasive
databasing technologies. Willfully ignorant of their
demise, the mind-controlled ‘sheeple’ follow suit, ‘no
questions asked’. ‘Please follow along and place your
eyes and look into the scanner. Thank you. Now go and
place your 10 digits on the scanner.’
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No Sheep Left Behind
‘But I don’t want to’, says one little girl. Just do it! It’s for your
own good. ‘But…’ ‘I’ll give you a lollipop if you let us tag you
like the cattle you are’, says the data entry assistant as he also
knows that the child’s heart innately knows the evil and sinister
action being performed.
In Mexico, to not delay things any further, and thanks to a
Presidential Decree by former psychopath President and
tyrannical genocide-lover Felipe Calderon, all children in
Mexico were ordered to be databased biometrically in 2011-2012.12 (Read the decree)
“Through a decree signed by President Felipe Calderon and nine members of his cabinet,
the federal government regulated the issuance of a Personal Identity Card for the entire
population, i.e. not only for children but for adults too.”

Using fear and security as a pretext, Mexican parents went along with the Orwellian precriminal
tagging program blindly following orders, as do most that are mind-controlled and never question
the system of control that controls their perception of reality much less their very existence.
Even worse is the fact that the biometric tagging of humans in Mexico had already been planned
since 1990 but due to debates and worries by human rights organizations, they Tavistock-minded
incrementalists had no option but to postpone the program13. (Read here.)

The United Nations sponsored and oversaw the databasing inauguration in Tijuana Mexico while
parents cheered the Governor of Baja California and National Action Party member –an equivalent
of the German NAZI Party- Jose Guadalupe Osuna Millan14 as he gave the opening speech to the
program and all children screamed in happiness to get their new National Identity Card.15 (Watch
the video report) The now extinct Ministry of Interior, Francisco Blake Mora, also attended the
event on behalf of the Federal Government.
In the report, the event is hailed as a success alleging that they do it for the ‘safety’ and ‘security’
of children in order to prevent sex-trafficking of minors. Where does biometric profiling prevent
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the trafficking of child for sexual profit? The do it all the time on Mark Zuckerburg’s Facebook,
NSAbook, better said, and nothing is done about it.
Instead, they should be profiling the real
criminals here, not us, the other 99.999% of
the population. They should be going after
those scumbags who do the crimes and stop
databasing all our actions, starting with the
immediate cessation of all standardized tests
that do not really reflect a student’s level of
knowledge but acclimate the free and
independent individual into serfdom and us
declaring and defending our privacy rights.
When this happened in Tijuana, I did not
shut up, nor will I ever. I made a ruckus ata
my
site
over
this
(www.concienciaradio.com) and others
started questioning the program. I denied to
participate in it as a parent by just handing
over my children’s biological data, giving it
to the Calderon regime of terror that left in
just six years more than 200 hundred
thousand dead- more than the Syrian
Obama-Nato-Illuminati-sponsored
civil
war.
This action I took, consisted of raising awareness in the independent media and over the Internet.
The web started buzzing with so much noise that the Mexican government finally began telling
parents, via a brochure in our possession, that the program was not obligatory after all but
'voluntary' in nature.
This action alone shows the deceptive and malicious tactics that the governments such as the
Mexican government employ as they follow orders from the Power Elite, be it communist/fascist,
secular, postmodern, tolerant, progressist, leftist, socialist, all are lackeys of the Rothschild Satanic
System of Zionism, in order to fulfill their sociopathic wishes to do away with humanity and
enslave mankind into oblivion.
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Does it feel good? Huh, does it?
One can only imagine that little girl that felt she should not let herself be
tagged, how does one feel when one participates in such invasive procedures
to steal your private information? If you are aware and conscious of who you
are and what you represent, not well at all. One feels violated. The sense of
just knowing that you gave away your biological data, your individuality to
others and that it is being stored perpetually is not good at all. Data that is
unique and belongs to you and that it was endowed by design from your
Creator, God, Jesus Christ. The more you think about it, remorse, guilt and
even shame kick in.
At least,—and don’t tell me this isn’t true— the first time you do it, you question the whole thing
altogether. Now, however, as biometrics become the norm to identify humans, less humans feel it
is bad. And that is how social acclimation begins. Others call it incrementalism or the ‘boil the
frog initiative’. You know, throwing the frog in a pot of boiling doesn’t work does it? No, the frog
jumps out immediately. It knows you want to kill it. Rather, by putting the frog in a pot of cold
water, by gently placing the pot over the fire and increasing the temperature ever-so-slowly, the
frog will never realize it is being boiled alive. There is a point where it finally succumbs. Well,
then it is too late. They know this and that is why the use incrementalism to push their scientific
dictatorship on us all.

Human Cattle: Tagging the Herd
This biometric tagging system started
with animals such as cattle. They started
tagging them, then they went on and
started microchipping dogs, sharks,
endangered species and so on. Then it
continued with the biological databasing
and microchipping of criminals and
inmates. Then we had Mexican officials,
even the Attorney General, a military
General, Rafael Macedo de la Concha
getting tagged while he served in the
Vicente Fox administration from 20002006. Vicente Fox is a member of the
Club of Madrid, a sister organization of
the Club of Rome. When they did this, they publicly advertised this microchipping conducted by
Verichip, another CIA front, as a PR stunt to get Mexicans primed for the future.16 (Read report)
Then they continued doing it with terrorists and normal citizens in Iraq and Afghanistan. Yes the
US military started doing this experimental databasing. And now, they are targeting our children.
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Don’t Do it!
I learned something from Marcus Buckingham a while back when I used to teach at the University
and lost my job because the CIA and NSA wanted to assassinate me back in April of 2010. What
I learned was to study things before, during and after you do it. If something feels bad before,
during and after you do it, then don’t it! Simple really. Why go willingly to be genetically raped,
get your eyes copied or your prints taken for that matter?
The implications of wrongful or nonexistent legislation in this arena whereby an individual’s
privacy, in all its forms, is not guaranteed makes the technofascist reality we are now living in a
clear and present danger to our very freedoms, our liberties and our very livelihoods. It is time to
Just Say No! as ‘Ronnie’ would have said and get rid of this satanically-driven obsession to tag us
all. In this case, ‘Just Say, Not Now, Not Ever!’ would be better. Or a T-shirt or bumper sticker
that reads, “What part of ‘my, body, my prints, my eyes, my brain, my mind and my DNA is
private property. So, Back the F#$%& Off!’ didn’t you understand?”

Final Conclusion
Let me make this perfectly clear! God made each one of us differently for a reason. This reason
was to leave His imprint of uniqueness and diversity within us and outside of us. No two humans
are the same. A human, a man or a woman, is an individual that has certain inalienable rights
endowed to him/her by his/her Creator. These rights are established in natural law and cannot in
any way be violated. These rights make your body, the outside and the inside of it, including your
mind, your thoughts, your DNA, your fingerprints, your brain frequency, your Iris, the veins and
capillaries in your hands and other unique identifying marks your private property. No government
nor private institution, commercial or otherwise has the right to access this biological, mental or
spiritual data.
In this technological revolution also termed now as the 'technocalypse', humans need to meet at
the crossroads and determine the path it wishes to walk upon. The bifurcation of the road leads to
individuality respected and considered a divine right that is impenetrable by any energetic means,
technological or otherwise, for perpetual databasing and storing of these datum by any individual
or company, state or entity, domestic or foreign, government or commercial, dimensional or
interdimensional.
To bring this about, massive non-compliance by all humans in these programs is the only way that
these lifeless monsters lose and humanity wins. Not allowing itself to be put in a technocratic
neofeudalistic dystopic hunger-games biometric and genetic type of dictatorship that these elites
wish is the key that will perpetuate their sinister, perverse and evil agenda until true justice is
served on this new middle earth (medi-terra-nea).
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